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INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS OF STATIONARY
PROCESSES
GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY AND YI SHEN
Abstract. We consider a large family of measurable functionals of the
sample path of a stochastic process over compact intervals (including
ﬁrst hitting times, leftmost location of the supremum, etc.) we call in-
trinsic location functionals. Despite the large variety of these function-
als and their diﬀerent nature, we show that for stationary processes the
distribution of any intrinsic location functional over an interval is abso-
lute continuous in the interior of the interval, and the density functions
always have a version satisfying the same total variation constraints.
Conversely, these total variation constraints are shown to actually char-
acterize stationarity of the underlying stochastic process. We also show
that the possible distributions of the intrinsic location functionals over
an interval form a weakly closed convex set and describe its extreme
points, and present applications of this description.
1. Introduction
We consider a large family of measurable functionals of the sample paths
of a stochastic process restricted to a compact interval in the real line. The
functionals are “intrinsically” connected to the sample path in the sense that
they shift together with the path; this is why we call them intrinsic location
functionals. They include various ﬁrst/last hitting times, ﬁrst/last locations
of the largest value/largest jump of the process, and many others. These
functionals are often highly discontinuous functions of the sample path, and
for a speciﬁc process their distribution is either very diﬃcult to derive, or else
rests on a very speciﬁc property of the process, such as a Markov property.
In this paper we study the distribution of such functionals from a dif-
ferent point of view. Instead of looking at a speciﬁc stochastic process, we
study the general question of how the stationarity of a stochastic process
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aﬀects the distribution of an intrinsic location functional. Speciﬁcally, we
show that the laws of any such functionals are absolutely continuous when
restricted to the interior of the interval, and their densities have a version
that satisﬁes very speciﬁc total variation constraints. For one very speciﬁc
functional, the leftmost location of the supremum over an interval, such total
variation constraints were established in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012b),
but in this paper we show that this behaviour is universal, in the sense that
the constraints are shown to hold for a large variety of functionals. This
universality turns out to be a characterization of stationarity. That is, given
a ﬁxed stochastic process, if for a rich enough subfamily of intrinsic location
functionals, the distribution of the functional has a density within each in-
terval that satisﬁes the total variation constraints, then the process has to
be stationary.
We study the structure of the family of the probability distributions char-
acterized by the total variation constraints. We determine its extreme points
and show how this can be used so solve certain extremal problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we deﬁne
the intrinsic location functionals and consider a number of examples. A
description of the very speciﬁc features of the laws of intrinsic location func-
tionals of stationary processes is stated and proved in Section 3, where we
also include a discussion showing that all the deﬁning properties of intrinsic
location functionals are necessary for the conclusions of the theorem to hold.
In Section 4 we discuss the structure of the set of all possible distributions of
intrinsic location functionals and use it to solve certain extremal problems
related to these functionals. In Section 5 we establish that the total varia-
tion constraints characterize stationarity of the process. The results of this
section are reﬁned and generalized in Section 6.
2. Intrinsic Location Functionals
Let H be a set of functions on R, invariant under shifts. That is, for any
f 2 H and c 2 R the function cf deﬁned by cf(x) = f(x + c), x 2 R
belongs to H. We equip H with its cylindrical -ﬁeld. Let I be the set of
all compact, non-degenerate intervals in R: I = f[a;b] : a < b;[a;b]  Rg.INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 3
Deﬁnition 1. A mapping L : HI ! R[f1g is called an intrinsic location
functional, if it satisﬁes the following conditions.
(1) For every I 2 I the map L(;I) : H ! R [ f1g is measurable.
(2) For every f 2 H and I 2 I; L(f;I) 2 I [ f1g.
(3) (Shift compatibility) For every f 2 H, I 2 I and c 2 R,
L(f;I) = L(cf;I   c) + c;
where I   c is the interval I shifted by  c, and 1 + c = 1.
(4) (Stability under restrictions) For every f 2 H and I1;I2 2 I, I2  I1,
if L(f;I1) 2 I2; then L(f;I2) = L(f;I1):
(5) (Consistency of existence) For every f 2 H and I1;I2 2 I, I2  I1,
if L(f;I2) 6= 1; then L(f;I1) 6= 1:
We associate the possibility of an inﬁnite value of L with “non-existence”:
a certain condition is never satisﬁed over the interval I if L(f;I) = 1.
Otherwise, L(f;I) 2 I. The shift compatibility requirement is the reason for
the adjective “intrinsic”. The stability under restrictions property asserts the
global nature of L over the interval I. Finally, the consistency of existence
property says that, if a certain condition is satisﬁed somewhere over a small
interval, it is deﬁnitely satisﬁed somewhere over a larger interval as well.
Example 2.1. Let H be the space of the upper semi-continuous functions.
Then the leftmost location of the supremum over the interval, deﬁned as
f;[a;b] := inffs 2 [a;b] : f(s) = sup
t2[a;b]
f(t)g
is an intrinsic location functional. This functional was considered in detail
in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012b,a). It is an example of intrinsic location
functional that does not take an inﬁnite value. Of course, a similarly deﬁned
rightmost location of the supremum over the interval is an intrinsic location
functional as well.
Example 2.2. Let H be the space of continuous functions C(R). Then the
ﬁrst hitting time of certain level l, deﬁned as
Tl
f;[a;b] := inffs 2 [a;b] : f(s) = lg4 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
is an intrinsic location functional. Replacing in this deﬁnition inﬁmum by
supremum leads to the last exit time of the level l, which is also an intrinsic
location functional. In both cases an inﬁnite value is a possibility.
It is easy to think of many other examples of intrinsic location func-
tionals. A few further examples are the leftmost/rightmost point with the
largest/smallest slope for C1 functions, or the leftmost/rightmost location
of the largest jump/the jump whose size is the closest to a given number for
càdlàg functions. On the other hand, certain natural functionals fail to be
intrinsic location functionals, as the following examples show.
Example 2.3. Let H = C(R). The ﬁrst hitting time of a level l after a given
time point t:
Tl
t;f;[a;b] := inffs 2 [a;b];s  t : f(s) = lg
is not an intrinsic location functional, since it involves a ﬁxed point t and,
therefore, is not shift compatible.
Example 2.4. Let H be the set of all continuous functions on R with sep-
arated local maxima. That is, for every f 2 H and compact interval [a;b]
there is  > 0 so that jt1   t2j   for any two diﬀerent local maxima t1;t2
of f in [a;b].
Given a function f 2 H and an interval [a;b], denote by A = ft1;t2;:::g the
set of local maxima of f on [a;b]. Then the leftmost largest local maximum
M1
f;[a;b] := inffs 2 A : f(s) = sup
t2A
f(t)g
is an intrinsic location functional; it is just the leftmost location of supremum
over the interval of Example 2.1. However, the location of the leftmost second
largest local maximum
M2
f;[a;b] := inffs 2 A n fM1
f;[a;b]g : f(s) = sup
t2AnfM1
f;[a;b]g
f(t)g
is not an intrinsic location functional, even though it is shift compatible. On
a smaller interval, the second largest local maximum of the larger interval
may become the largest local maximum. Therefore this functional is not
stable under restrictions.INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 5
Example 2.5. Let H = C(R). Then the ﬁrst hitting time of certain level l
within a ﬁxed distance d to the right endpoint of the interval, deﬁned as
T
l;d
f;[a;b] := inffs 2 [a;b];s  b   d : f(s) = lg
is not an intrinsic functional. Although it is both shift compatible and stable
under restrictions, it does not possess consistency of existence: such a hitting
time may exist on a smaller interval, but disappear on a larger interval since
the original location is now too far from the right endpoint of the interval.
In the remainder of the paper X = (X(t);t 2 R) is a stationary process
deﬁned on some probability space
 

;F;P

, and having sample paths in H.
For a compact interval [a;b], we will denote the value of an intrinsic location
functional L evaluated on the process X on that interval by L(X;[a;b]). Note
that our assumptions imply that L(X;[a;b]) is a well deﬁned [a;b] [ f1g-
valued random variable. Stationarity of the process and shift compatibility
of L, clearly, imply that the distribution of L on an interval, relatively to its
left endpoint, depends only on the length of the interval. Thus we will often
study intervals of the type [0;b], in which case, we will use the corresponding
single variable notation L(X;b).
We denote by FX;[a;b] the law of L(X;[a;b]); it is a probability measure
supported on the set [a;b] [ f1g. Again, if the interval is of the type [0;b],
the corresponding notation is FX;b. We preserve the same notation for the
cumulative distribution function, i.e. we will write FX;[a;b](t) for the value
FX;[a;b] assigns to the interval [a;t], a  t  b, with the corresponding single
variable notation if a = 0.
3. Properties of the distributions of intrinsic location
functionals of stationary processes
The main result of this section is an extension of most parts of Theorem
3.1 in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012b) from the special case of the leftmost
location of the supremum to the general intrinsic location functionals deﬁned
in the previous section.6 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
Theorem 3.1. Let L be an intrinsic location functional and X = (X(t); t 2
R) a stationary process. Then the restriction of the law FX;T to the interior
(0;T) of the interval is absolutely continuous. The density, denoted by fX;T,
can be taken to be equal to the right derivative of the cdf FX;T, which exists at
every point in the interval (0;T). In this case the density is right continuous,
has left limits, and has the following properties.
(a) The limits
fX;T(0+) = lim
t!0
fX;T(t) and fX;T(T ) = lim
t!T
fX;T(t)
exist.
(b) The density has a universal upper bound given by
(3.1) fX;T(t)  max

1
t
;
1
T   t

; 0 < t < T :
(c) The density has a bounded variation away from the endpoints of the
interval. Furthermore, for every 0 < t1 < t2 < T,
(3.2)
TV(t1;t2)(fX;T)  min
 
fX;T(t1);fX;T(t1 )

+ min
 
fX;T(t2); fX;T(t2 )

;
where
TV(t1;t2)(fX;T) = sup
n 1 X
i=1
 fX;T(si+1)   fX;T(si)
 
is the total variation of fX;T on the interval (t1;t2), and the supremum is
taken over all choices of t1 < s1 < ::: < sn < t2.
(d) The density has a bounded positive variation at the left endpoint and
a bounded negative variation at the right endpoint. Furthermore, for every
0 < " < T,
(3.3) TV +
(0;")(fX;T)  min
 
fX;T(");fX;T(" )

and
(3.4) TV  
(T ";T)(fX;T)  min
 
fX;T(T   ");fX;T(T   " )

;
where for any interval 0  a < b  T,
TV 
(a;b)(fX;T) = sup
n 1 X
i=1
 
fX;T(si+1)   fX;T(si)

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is the positive (negative) variation of fX;T on the interval (a;b), and the
supremum is taken over all choices of a < s1 < ::: < sn < b.
(e) The limit fX;T(0+) < 1 if and only if TV(0;")(fX;T) < 1 for some
(equivalently, any) 0 < " < T, in which case
(3.5) TV(0;")(fX;T)  fX;T(0+) + min
 
fX;T(");fX;T(" )

:
Similarly, fX;T(T ) < 1 if and only if TV(T ";T)(fX;T) < 1 for some
(equivalently, any) 0 < " < T, in which case
(3.6) TV(T ";T)(fX;T)  min
 
fX;T(T   ");fX;T(T   " )

+ fX;T(T ):
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is parallel to the proof of Theorem 3.1 in
Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012b); we provide an outline here. In partic-
ular, we have to verify that the possibility of an inﬁnite value (impossible in
the earlier work) is consistent with the argument.
Proof. We start with a lemma that is a counterpart of Lemma 2.1 in Samorod-
nitsky and Shen (2012b).
Lemma 3.1. (i) For any  2 R,
FX;[;T+]() = FX;T(   ):
(ii) For any intervals [c;d]  [a;b],
FX;[a;b](B)  FX;[c;d](B) for any Borel set B  [c;d].
(iii) For any intervals [c;d]  [a;b],
FX;[a;b](f1g)  FX;[c;d](f1g):
Clearly, the three statements of Lemma 3.1 are directly implied by, re-
spectively, shift compatibility, stability under restrictions and consistency of
existence properties of intrinsic location functionals.
Choose 0 <  < T=2. Using shift compatibility and stability under restric-
tions together with the stationarity of the process, the argument in Samorod-
nitsky and Shen (2012b) shows that for every   t  T  , for every  > 0
and every 0 < " < =(1 + )
(3.7) P
 
t < L(X;T)  t + "

 "(1 + )max

1
t
;
1
T   t

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a possibility of an inﬁnite value does not play a role in this argument. Ob-
viously, (3.7) implies absolute continuity of FX;T on the interval (;T   )
and, since  > 0 can be taken to be arbitrarily small, also on (0;T). The
version of the density given by
fX;T(t) = limsup
"#0
1
"
P
 
t < L(X;T)  t + "

; 0 < t < T ;
automatically satisﬁes the bound (3.1).
The second important ingredient in the proof of the theorem is the fol-
lowing lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 3.1 in Samorodnitsky and Shen
(2012b). Here the inﬁnite value does play a role, so the consistency of exis-
tence property of intrinsic functionals has to be used.
Lemma 3.2. Let 0   < T. Then for every 0    , fX;T (t) 
fX;T(t + ) almost everywhere in (0;T   ). Furthermore, for every such 
and every "1;"2  0, such that "1 + "2 < T   ,
(3.8)
Z T  "2
"1
 
fX;T (t)   fX;T(t + )

dt

Z "1+
"1
fX;T(t)dt +
Z T "2
T  "2+
fX;T(t)dt:
Proof. The statement fX;T (t)  fX;T(t+) almost everywhere in (0;T  
) follows from Lemma 3.1 as in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012b). For
(3.8), we have Z T  "2
"1
 
fX;T (t)   fX;T(t + )

dt
= P
 
L(X;T  ) 2 ("1;T   "2)

 P
 
L(X;T) 2 ("1+;T   "2+)

= P
 
L(X;T) = 2 ("1+;T   "2+)

 P
 
L(X;T  ) = 2 ("1;T   "2)

= P
 
L(X;T) 2 [0;"1 + )

+ P
 
L(X;T) 2 (T      "2 + ;T]

+P
 
L(X;T) = 1

 P
 
L(X;T   ) 2 [0;"1)

 P
 
L(X;T   ) 2 (T      "2;T   ]

  P
 
L(X;T   ) = 1

= P
 
L(X;T) 2 ("1;"1+)

+

P
 
L(X;T) 2 [0;"1)

 P
 
L(X;T ) 2 [0;"1)

+P
 
L(X;T) 2 (T  "2+;T "2)

+

P
 
L(X;T) = 1

 P
 
L(X;T ) = 1

+

P
 
L(X;T) 2 (T   "2;T]

  P
 
L(X;[;T]) 2 (T   "2;T]

 P
 
L(X;T) 2 ("1;"1 + )

+ P
 
L(X;T) 2 (T      "2 + ;T   "2)
INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 9
=
Z "1+
"1
fX;T(t)dt +
Z T "2
T  "2+
fX;T(t)dt;
since by Lemma 3.1, all the diﬀerences of probabilities above are non-positive.

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are the only tools needed to complete the proof of
Theorem 3.1 as in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012b). 
Absence of even one of the three deﬁning properties of an intrinsic lo-
cation functional will, generally, void the conclusions of Theorem 3.1. To
demonstrate that, we will use examples 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 above. In all cases
we will use a very simple periodic stationary process Xper(t) = sin(t + U),
t 2 R, where U is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2. We will also use
a simple device to show a failure of the conclusions of Theorem 3.1: suppose
that for some 0 < a < b < T we have P
 
L(X;T) 2 [a;b]

= 1. Then a
density with the prescribed total variation properties cannot exist. Indeed,
take 0 < t1 < a, b < t2 < T. Then the right hand side of (3.2) vanishes. On
the other hand, the largest value of the density over the interval [a;b] cannot
be smaller than 1=(b   a), so the left hand side of (3.2) cannot be smaller
than 2=(b   a).
Example 3.2. The ﬁrst hitting time after a given time deﬁned in Example
2.3: Tl
t;f;[a;b] := inffs 2 [a;b];s  t : f(s) = lg satisﬁes stability under
restrictions and consistency of existence, but not shift compatibility. Take
l = 0, t > 0 and T > t + . Then for the periodic process Xper above,
P(Tl
t;Xper;[0;T] 2 [t;t + ]) = 1, and the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 cannot
hold.
Example 3.3. The leftmost second largest local maximum functional M2
f;[a;b]
of Example 2.4 satisﬁes shift compatibility and consistency of existence, but
not stability under restrictions. Let T > 2. For the periodic process Xper
above, P
 
M2
Xper;[0;T] 2 [;2]

= 1, so the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 can-
not hold.
Example 3.4. The ﬁrst hitting time of a level l within a ﬁxed distance d
to the right endpoint of the interval, T
l;d
f;[a;b] of Example 2.5, satisﬁes shift10 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
compatibility and stability under restrictions, but not consistency of exis-
tence. Let l = 0 and T > d > . Then for the periodic process Xper above,
P(T
l;d
Xper;[0;T] 2 [T   d;T   d + ]) = 1. Once again, the conclusions of
Theorem 3.1 cannot hold.
4. Structure of the set of all possible distributions
Theorem 3.1 of the previous section shows that the distribution of L(X;T)
for any intrinsic location functional L, any stationary process X and any
positive real number T is of a very special type. In this section we study the
ﬁne structure of this class of laws.
We denote by AT the class of probability measures F on [0;T][f1g with
the following properties.
(1) The restriction of F to the interior (0;T) of the interval is absolutely
continuous.
(2) A version of the density is given by the right derivative of the cdf
F
 
[0;t]

, 0 < t < T, which exists at every point in the interval (0;T).
(3) This density f is right continuous, has left limits, and satisﬁes the
total variation constraints (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6).
It is elementary to check that the total variation constraints (3.2) imply the
upper bound (3.1) on the densities of all laws in AT.
We endow the set [0;T][f1g with the topology obtained by treating the
inﬁnite point as an isolated point of the set. Let PT be the collection of all
probability measures on [0;T] [ f1g.
Theorem 4.1. The set AT is a weakly closed convex subset of PT. Moreover,
for any 0 < " < T=2, the restrictions of the laws in AT to the interval
(";T   ") form a compact in total variation family of ﬁnite measures.
Proof. The convexity of AT is obvious. Fix 0 < " < T=2, and let f be the
version of the density of an arbitrary member of the class AT in the interior
of the interval [0;T] described in the deﬁnition of that class. For x > 0 smallINTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 11
enough, we have
Z T "
"

f(x + y)   f(y)

dy =
b(T 2")=xc X
j=1
Z "+jx
"+(j 1)x

f(x + y)   f(y)

dy
+
Z T "
"+b(T 2")=xcx
 f(x + y)   f(y)
 dy

Z x
0
b(T 2")=xc X
j=1

f("+jx+y) f("+(j  1)x+y)

dy +max

1
"
;
1
T   "

x
 TV(";T ")(f)x + max

1
"
;
1
T   "

x  3max

1
"
;
1
T   "

x
by (3.2) and (3.1). Since the ﬁnal upper bound converges to 0 as x ! 0
uniformly over the entire class AT, we conclude by Theorem 20, p. 298 in
Dunford and Schwartz (1988) that the family of the densities of the laws in
AT is relatively compact in L1(";T   "), for each 0 < " < T=2.
Next, let Fn; n = 1;2;::: be a sequence of probability measures in AT
such that Fn ) F for some F 2 PT. For n  1 we denote by fn the version
of the density of Fn in the interior of the interval [0;T] described in the
deﬁnition of the class AT. Let 0 < t < T. For 0 < " < min(t;T  t) we have
F
 
(t   ";t + ")

 liminf
n!1
Fn
 
(t   ";t + ")


Z t+"
t "
max

1
s
;
1
T   s

ds:
This implies that F is absolutely continuous in the interior of the interval
[0;T] with a density f satisfying
f(t)  max

1
t
;
1
T   t

; 0 < t < T :
Since for every 0 < " < T=2 the sequence (fn) is relatively compact in
L1(";T   "), we conclude that
(4.1) fn ! f in L1(";T   ").
Fix once again 0 < " < T=2, and notice that, according to (4.1), there is a
subsequence (fnk) with nk ! 1 such that
(4.2) fnk ! f a.e. in (";T   ").
In the computations in the sequel we will identify, for typographical conve-
nience, the subsequence (fnk) with the entire sequence (fn). Let A be the12 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
set of " < t < T   " of full measure for which the convergence in (4.2) takes
place.
The next step is to show that for every " < t < T   ",
(4.3) lim
s#t;s2A
f(s) exists, and lim
s"t;s2A
f(s) exists:
We will prove the ﬁrst statement in (4.3); the second one is analogous. Sup-
pose that, to the contrary, for some " < t < T   " the limit from the right
does not exist. Then there are sequences in A, sm # t and vm # t, such that
b := lim
m!1
f(sm) > a := lim
m!1
f(vm):
We may, of course, assume that s1 > v1 > s2 > v2 > ::: > t. Let  = b a >
0, and take M so large that
(4.4) f(sm) > b   =6; f(vm) < a + =6 for all m > M.
Choose K so large that
(2K   1) > 6max

1
"
;
1
T   "

;
and choose n so large that
(4.5)
 fn(vm)   f(vm)
   =6;
 fn(sm)   f(sm)
   =6
for each m = M + 1;:::;M + K; this is possible to achieve since each sm
and each vm is in the set A. It follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that
fn(sm) > b   =3; fn(vm) < a + =3 for each m = M + 1;:::;M + K,
so that
m+K X
m=M+1
 fn(sm)   fn(vm)
  +
m+K 1 X
m=M+1
 fn(vm)   fn(sm+1)
  > (2K   1)=3:
By the choice of K, however, this contradicts the total variation constraint
(3.2) since, by (3.1),
max

fn(sM+1); fn(vM+K)

 max

1
"
;
1
T   "

:
Therefore, (4.3) holds.
Next, we show that the set
B =
n
t 2 A : f(t) 6= lim
s#t;s2A
f(s)
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is, at most, countable, which will follow once we check that for any  > 0
the set
B() =
n
t 2 A :

 f(t)   lim
s#t;s2A
f(s)

  > 
o
is ﬁnite. Speciﬁcally, we will show that the cardinality of B() does not
exceed
6

max

1
"
;
1
T   "

:
Indeed, suppose that, to the contrary, there are points " < v1 < v2 < ::: <
vK < T   " in B() for some
K >
6

max

1
"
;
1
T   "

:
For each m = 1;:::;K choose sm 2 A, vm < sm < vm+1 (with vK+1 =
T   ") such that

f(vm)   f(sm)

 > :
Finally, choose n so large that

fn(vm)   f(vm)

  =3;

fn(sm)   f(sm)

  =3; m = 1;:::;K :
Then for every m = 1;:::;K we have

fn(vm)   fn(sm)

 > =3;
so that by the choice of K,
K X
m=1
 fn(sm)   fn(vm)
  > 2max

1
"
;
1
T   "

:
Once again, this is incompatible with the combination of the total variation
constraint (3.2) and the upper bound (3.1). The resulting contradiction
proves that the set B is, at most, countable.
The standard diagonal argument now allows us to get rid of " > 0 in the
above conclusions: there is a subsequence (fnk) with nk ! 1 such that
fnk(t) ! f(t) for almost every 0 < t < T, say, for t 2 A. Furthermore, for
every 0 < t < T (4.3) holds. Finally, the set B (deﬁned now for the entire
interval (0;T)) is at most countable. We are in a position to deﬁne now
(4.6) g(t) = lim
s#t;s2A
f(s); 0 < t < T :
The resulting function is automatically right continuous with left limits.
Moreover, g coincides with f on A n B, i.e. g is a version of f, hence a14 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
density of the limiting law F in the interior of the interval [0;T]. The right
continuity of g shows that the right derivative of F exists at every point in
(0;T) and coincides with g at that point. By construction, g satisﬁes the
total variation constraints (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6). This proves
that AT is weakly closed.
Finally, let 0 < " < T=2, and let (Fn) be a sequence in AT. By the
weak compactness of PT, we can choose a subsequence (Fnk) with nk ! 1
weakly converging in PT to some F; since we already know that AT is weakly
closed, F 2 AT. Let f be some version of the density of F in (0;T). We
have established in the course of the proof that the densities (fnk) of the
laws (Fnk) form a relatively compact family in L1(";T   "). Since f can be
the only limit point, we conclude that fnk ! f in L1(";T   "). This, of
course, means that the restrictions of the laws (Fnk) to the interval (";T  ")
converge in total variation to the restriction of the law F to the same interval,
so the last statement of the theorem has been proved. 
Note that the set of ﬁnite signed measures on [0;T][f1g equipped with
the topology of weak convergence is a locally convex topological vector space.
According to Theorem 4.1, the set AT is a compact convex subset of that
space. By the Krein-Milman theorem, the set AT is equal to the closed
convex hull of its extreme points; see e.g. Theorem 4, p. 440 in Dunford and
Schwartz (1988). Our next result describes the extreme points of the set AT.
Theorem 4.2. The extreme points of the set AT are:
(1) the measures t, t 2 (0;T) concentrated on (0;T), absolutely contin-
uous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0;T), with density functions
ft = 1
t1(0;t), 0 < t < T;
(2) the measures t, t 2 (0;T) concentrated on (0;T), absolutely contin-
uous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0;T), with density functions
ft = 1
T t1(t;T), 0 < t < T;
(3) the point masses 0, T and 1.
Proof. Since any probability measure m in AT admits a unique decomposi-
tion of the type m = 10 + 2T + 31 + mAC, where 1;2;3;  0,INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 15
1+2+3+ = 1, and mAC is an absolutely continuous measure on (0;T),
it is enough to prove that the ﬁrst two cases in the theorem describe all the
extreme points of AT that are concentrated on (0;T) and are absolutely
continuous there.
Let f be the density of such a measure as described in the deﬁnition of
the class AT. We start by showing that f must be monotone. To this end,
deﬁne functions f1(t) = TV +
(0;t](f) and f2(t) = TV  
(t;T), t 2 (0;T). By (3.3)
and (3.4) these functions are well-deﬁned and nonnegative. Moreover, f1 is a
nondecreasing càdlàg function with f1(0+) = 0, while f2 is a nonincreasing
càdlàg function with f2(T ) = 0. It also follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that
f(t)  max
 
f1(t);f2(t)

for 0 < t < T.
Choose 0 < t1 < T, and note that for every t1 < t < T,
f(t) = f(t1) + TV +
(t1;t](f)   TV  
(t1;t](f);
while
f1(t) = f1(t1) + TV +
(t1;t](f); f2(t) = f2(t1)   TV  
(t1;t](f):
Therefore,
f(t) = f1(t) + f2(t) +
 
f(t1)   f1(t1)   f2(t1)

:= f1(t) + f2(t) + C(t1):
From here we immediately conclude that C(t1) is independent of t1 and,
hence, is equal to some constant C. Since C   f1(t) for any 0 < t < T, we
can let t ! 0 to conclude that C  0, so we have f = f1 + f0
2, where f0
2 =
f2 +C. If f is not monotone, then both
R T
0 f1(s)ds > 0 and
R T
0 f0
2(s)ds > 0.
Hence
f(t) =
Z T
0
f1(s)ds 
f1(t)
R T
0 f1(s)ds
+
Z T
0
f0
2(s)ds 
f0
2(t)
R T
0 f0
2(s)ds
; 0 < t < T ;
a convex combination of two monotone densities, which are automatically
densities of some laws in AT. That is, the law corresponding to such f
cannot be an extreme point of AT.
Therefore, the density f must be monotone. Suppose that there are points
t1; t2 in (0;T) such that f(t1) = a1; f(t2) = a2 for some 0 < a1 < a2. Let
f1(t) = max
 
f(t)   a1; 0

and f2(t) = f(t)   f1(t), 0 < t < T. Since f is16 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
monotone, so are both f1 and f2. Once again, this allows us to represent
f(t) =
Z T
0
f1(s)ds 
f1(t)
R T
0 f1(s)ds
+
Z T
0
f2(s)ds 
f2(t)
R T
0 f2(s)ds
; 0 < t < T ;
showing that the law corresponding to such f cannot be an extreme point
of AT.
Therefore, the density f can take at most one non-zero value. In order to
conclude that it must be of the form ft or ft described in (1) or (2) in the
theorem, we only need to observe that the only remaining possibility, f  1,
does not correspond to an extreme point of AT since this constant density
can be written in the form fT=2=2 + fT=2=2.
It remains to prove that for each 0 < t < T, the densities ft and ft
do correspond to extreme points of AT. We will consider ft; the argument
for ft is similar. Suppose that there are two diﬀerent laws in AT that
are concentrated on (0;T), with the corresponding densities g1 and g2, as
described in the deﬁnition of the class AT, such that
(4.7) ft(s) = pg1(s) + (1   p)g2(s); 0 < s < T ;
for some 0 < p < 1. There must be a point 0 < si < t such that gi(si) > 1=t,
i = 1;2. Since gi(t) = 0; i = 1;2, the total variation requirement forces
gi(0 )  gi(si) >
1
t
; i = 1;2;
so that
pg1(0 ) + (1   p)g2(0 ) >
1
t
:
This means that (4.7) is violated in a neighbourhood of the left endpoint.
This contradiction completes the proof. 
Knowing the set of all extreme points of the set AT allows us to obtain
universal bounds on the expectation of functions of intrinsic location func-
tionals.
Corollary 4.3. Let g be a bounded, or nonnegative, measurable function
on [0;T] [ f1g. Then for any stationary process X and intrinsic locationINTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 17
functional L,
min
n
g(0);g(T);g(1);inft2(0;T)
1
t
R t
0 g(s)ds;inft2(0;T)
1
T t
R T
t g(s)ds
o
 E

g
 
L(X;[0;T])

 max
n
g(0);g(T);g(1);supt2(0;T)
1
t
R t
0 g(s)ds;supt2(0;T)
1
T t
R T
t g(s)ds
o
:
The bounds obtained in Corollary 4.3 can sometimes be improved if one
is interested only in certain subsets of all intrinsic location functionals. We
describe now one such situation.
We call an intrinsic location functional L : H  I ! R [ f1g an earliest
occurrence intrinsic location functional if it has the following property: for
every a < b < c and f 2 H,
if L(f;[a;b]) 2 [a;b] then L(f;[a;c]) = L(f;[a;b]).
The ﬁrst hitting time Tl
f;[a;b] of Example 2.2 is, clearly, an earliest occurrence
intrinsic location functional.
Proposition 4.4. For every T > 0 the distribution of L(X;T) for any ear-
liest occurrence intrinsic location functional L and any stationary process X
belongs to the set Ae
T consisting of all laws in AT that do not put any mass at
the right endpoint of the interval, and whose density in (0;T) is nonincreas-
ing. This set is weakly closed in PT, and its extreme points are the point
masses 0 and 1, as well as the measures t, t 2 (0;T], concentrated on
(0;T), absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0;T),
with density functions ft = 1
t1(0;t), 0 < t  T.
Remark 4.5. Note that, while some of the extreme points of AT are no
longer in Ae
T, the latter subset of AT does have one extreme point that is
not an extreme point of AT, speciﬁcally the measure T.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let 0 < t1 < t2 < T, and take 0 < " < t1. Using
successively the stability under restrictions, the earliest occurrence property,
and the shift compatibility, together with the stationarity of X, we have
P
 
L(X;T) 2 (t2   ";t2 + ")

 P
 
L(X;[t2   t1;T]) 2 (t2   ";t2 + ")

 P
 
L(X;[t2 t1;T+t2 t1]) 2 (t2 ";t2+")

= P
 
L(X;T) 2 (t1 ";t1+")

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If fX;T is the version of the density described in the deﬁnition of the class
AT, we see that fX;T(t2)  fX;T(t1), so the density must be nonincreasing.
Similarly,
P
 
L(X;T) = T

 P
 
L(X;2T) = T

= 0
because laws in A2T cannot have a mass in the interior of an interval. There-
fore, no mass at the right endpoint of the interval is possible.
To see that Ae
T is weakly closed, note that by Theorem 4.1, any weakly
convergent sequence in Ae
T has its limit in AT. Since by the proof of Theorem
4.1 pointwise convergence of densities takes place in (0;T) apart from a set of
Lebesgue measure 0, and the limiting density is right continuous, the limiting
density must be nonincreasing. Additionally, the density f of every law F
in Ae
T satisﬁes f(t)  2=T for every T=2  t < T by monotonicity, so that
F
 
(T   ";T])

 2"=T; 0 < " < T=2;
and the weak limit of a sequence in Ae
T has the same property, possibly
apart from a countable set of ". Letting " ! 0, while keeping away from the
exceptional set, shows that the weak limit does not put any mass at T and,
hence, is in Ae
T.
It remains to describe the extreme points of Ae
T and, as in Theorem 4.2, the
only non-trivial case is that of the extreme points of Ae
T that are concentrated
on (0;T) and are absolutely continuous there. The same argument as in the
proof of Theorem 4.2 shows for any such extreme point the density can take
at most one non-zero value, so it has to be of the form ft, 0 < t  T. For
t < T the latter laws are extreme points of AT, hence of Ae
T as well. To see
that the same is true for fT suppose, to the contrary, that there are two
diﬀerent laws in Ae
T that are concentrated on (0;T), with the corresponding
densities g1 and g2, such that
(4.8) pg1(s) + (1   p)g2(s) =
1
T
; 0 < s < T ;
for some 0 < p < 1. Once again, there are points 0 < si < T such that
gi(si) > 1=T, i = 1;2, and the monotonicity of g1 and g2 forces
gi(0 )  gi(si) >
1
T
; i = 1;2:INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 19
Therefore, (4.8) is violated in a neighbourhood of the left endpoint of the
interval. 
Proposition 4.4 immediately implies the following counterpart of Corollary
4.3.
Corollary 4.6. Let g be a bounded, or nonnegative, measurable function
on [0;T] [ f1g. Then for any stationary process X and earliest occurrence
intrinsic location functional L,
min
n
g(0);g(1);inft2(0;T)
1
t
R t
0 g(s)ds
o
 E

g
 
L(X;[0;T])

 max
n
g(0);g(1);supt2(0;T)
1
t
R t
0 g(s)ds
o
:
Remark 4.7. The class AT is the smallest class containing all possible distri-
butions of L(X;T) for any intrinsic location functional L and any stationary
process X, while the class Ae
T is the smallest class containing all possible dis-
tributions of L(X;T) for any earliest occurrence intrinsic location functional
L and any stationary process X, as easy examples show. In particular, the
bounds obtained in Corollaries 4.3 and 4.6 are the tightest bounds possible.
The proposition below presents one application of the bounds given in
corollaries 4.3 and 4.6.
Proposition 4.8. For any stationary process X, intrinsic location functional
L, T > 0 and 0 < c < d < T,
(4.9) P(L(X;T) 2 [c;d]) 
d   c
min(T   c;d)
:
If the functional is an earliest occurrence intrinsic location functional, then
(4.10) P(L(X;T) 2 [c;d]) 
d   c
d
:
Proof. One simply uses the upper bounds in corollaries 4.3 and 4.6 with the
function g = 1[c;d]. 
Remark 4.9. It is interesting that the upper bounds in the proposition are
optimal even for very speciﬁc intrinsic location functionals. For example, it
follows from the results in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012a) that the upper20 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
bound in (4.9) is optimal for the leftmost location of the supremum f;[a;b]
of Example 2.1.
On the other hand, consider the ﬁrst hitting time Tl
f;[a;b] of Example 2.2.
For the continuous stationary periodic process X(t) = sin(t=d + U) + l,
t 2 R, with U uniformly distributed on [0;2], the ﬁrst hitting time is
uniformly distributed between 0 and d and, hence, achieves equality in (4.10).
For certain intrinsic location functionals L and certain stationary processes
X the law of L(X;T) is symmetric around the mid-point of the interval [0;T],
i.e.
(4.11) P
 
L(X;T) 2 B

= P
 
L(X;T) 2 T   B

for any Borel subset B of [0;T=2). This happens, for example, when the
process X is time reversible, i.e. if (X( t); t 2 R)
d =(X(t); t 2 R), while
the functional L has a certain uniqueness property associated with it. The
quintessential example of such a situation is the leftmost location of the
supremum of Example 2.1 evaluated at a continuous stationary Gaussian
process. Such a process is always time reversible and, as long as X(t) 6= X(0)
a.s. for 0 < t  T, the supremum is achieved, with probability 1, at a unique
point of the interval [0;T], so that (4.11) holds; see Lemma 2.6 in Kim and
Pollard (1990).
We denote by AS
T the set of all symmetric laws in AT, i.e. the set of all
laws in AT satisfying (4.11). The following theorem describes the structure
of this set of probability laws. Its proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.2
and is omitted.
Theorem 4.10. The set AS
T is a weakly closed convex subset of PT. The
extreme points of this set are:
(1) the measures t, t 2 (0;T=2) concentrated on (0;T), absolutely contin-
uous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0;T), with density functions
ft(s) =
8
<
:
1
2t 0 < s < t
1
2t T   t  s < T
0 otherwise
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(2) the measures t, t 2 (0;T=2) concentrated on (0;T), absolutely contin-
uous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0;T), with density functions
ft(s) =
8
> <
> :
1
2(T t) 0 < s < t
1
T t t  s < T   t
1
2(T t) T   t  s < T
;
(3) the discrete measures (0 + T)=2 and 1.
Remark 4.11. Interestingly, the uniform distribution on (0;T), T=2 = T=2,
is not an extreme point of AS
T, because for every 0 < t < T=2, the mixture
t
T
t +
T   t
T
t
coincides with the uniform distribution.
The following corollary is a counterpart of Corollary 4.3 to the symmetric
case. We restrict ourselves (without loss of generality) to symmetric func-
tions, i.e. functions satisfying g(T=2   t) = g(T=2 + t); 0  t  T=2.
Corollary 4.12. Let g be a bounded, or nonnegative, measurable symmetric
function on [0;T] [ f1g. Then for any stationary process X and intrinsic
location functional L, satisfying the symmetry assumption (4.11),
min
n
g(0);g(1);inft2(0;T=2)
1
t
R t
0 g(s)ds;
inft2(0;T=2)
h
1
T t
R t
0 g(s)ds + 2
T t
R T=2
t g(s)ds
io
 E

g
 
L(X;[0;T])

 max
n
g(0);g(1);supt2(0;T=2)
1
t
R t
0 g(s)ds;
supt2(0;T=2)
h
1
T t
R t
0 g(s)ds + 2
T t
R T=2
t g(s)ds
io
:
Corollary 4.12 implies the following upper bounds on the mass the law
of an intrinsic location functional assigns, in the symmetric case, to any
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Proposition 4.13. For any stationary process X and intrinsic location func-
tional L, satisfying the symmetry assumption (4.11), and 0 < c < d < T,
P(L(X;T) 2 [c;d]) 
8
> > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > :
d c
2d c + 2d  T
d c
T c c + 2d > T; c + d  T; 2d   c  T
3d c T
2d c + d  T; 2d   c > T
T+d 3c
2(T c) c + d > T; d > 2c
d c
d c + d > T; d  2c; 2c + d  2T
d c
2(T c) 2c + d > 2T
:
Proof. One uses the upper bounds in Corollary 4.12 with the symmetrized
indicator function g =
 
1[c;d] +1[T d;T c]

=2, and straightforward optimiza-
tion over t 2 (0;T=2). 
Remark 4.14. Once again, the upper bounds we have obtained are optimal
even for the leftmost location of the supremum f;[a;b] of Example 2.1, when
the supremum is unique, and the stationary process is reversible. This follows
from the results in Samorodnitsky and Shen (2012a).
5. Characterizing stationarity
Much of the previous discussion in this paper centered around the basic
property of the intrinsic location functionals of stationary processes evalu-
ated on some interval: the fact that their law must be absolutely continuous
in the interior of the interval, and have a density satisfying the total variation
constraints described in Theorem 3.1. The nature of this fact is itself inter-
esting and, intuitively at least, intimately related to the stationarity of the
underlying process: an intrinsic location functional “is shifted together with
the process”. Since the latter is stationary, one expects a shift to have only a
limited eﬀect on the law of the functional, hence its density does not change
much from point to point. For certain intrinsic location functionals one can
even be forgiven for believing that the density has to be constant; this is, for
instance, the situation with the leftmost location of the supremum f;[a;b] of
Example 2.1, when the supremum is unique. We know that the density does
not need to be constant, but the total variation constraints on the density
may be viewed as restricting how diﬀerent from a constant can the density
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In this section we make this intuition precise. It turns out that existence
of a density satisfying the total variation constraints for each appropriate
intrinsic location functional (or even only those in a certain subclass of in-
trinsic location functionals) requires stationarity of the stochastic process.
The theorem below is formulated for the processes with continuous sample
paths and, correspondingly, to intrinsic location functionals on the space
H = C(R). Note, however, that the proof of the fact that (2) implies (1)
in that theorem is valid for any space H for which the functional deﬁned in
(5.1) is measurable. This is the case, for instance for the space H = D(R),
the space of all càdlàg functions. In Section 6 we also extend the fact that
(3) implies (1) to other spaces, in particular to the space H = D(R). The
following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a stochastic process with continuous sample paths.
The following statements are equivalent.
(1) The process X is stationary.
(2) For some (equivalently, any)  > 0, any intrinsic location functional
L : C(R)I ! R[f1g, the law of L(X;I) a, I = [a;a+] 2 I,
does not depend on a.
(3) For any intrinsic location functional L : C(R)  I ! R [ f1g, any
interval I = [a;b] 2 I, the law of L(X;I) is absolutely continuous on
(a;b) and has a density satisfying the total variation constraints.
Proof. The fact that (1) implies (2) is obvious, while the fact that (1) implies
(3) follows from the discussion in Section 3.
To see that (2) implies (1), let  > 0. Take any n = 1;2;:::, time points
0 < t1 < ::: < tn and closed intervals I1;:::;In. Then
(5.1) L(f;I) := infft 2 I : X(t + ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;:::;ng; I 2 I ;
is, clearly, an intrinsic location functional on C(R). Furthermore, for any
real a 2 R,
P
 
X(a + ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;:::;n

= P
 
L(X;[a;a + ]) = a

= P
 
L(X;[a;a + ])   a = 0

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which is independent of a by the assumption. We conclude that
 
X(a + ti); i = 1;:::;n
 d =
 
X(ti); i = 1;:::;n

for all real a. Since this is true for all n = 1;2;::: and 0 < t1 < ::: < tn, the
process X is stationary.
In the remainder of the proof we show that (3) implies (1). Let f : R ! R
be a continuous function. For n = 1;2;:::, h 2 R; d  0, t = (t1;:::;tn)
such that 0 < t1 < ::: < tn and a collection of open intervals I =
 
I1;:::;In

,
deﬁne a set of points by
(5.2) A
h;d
t;I (f) = fs 2 R : f(s) = h; inffr > s : f(r) = hg > s + d;
f(s + ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;:::;ng:
We start with recording a simple fact.
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a continuous stochastic process. If (3) is satisﬁed,
then for any h;t;I, and d > 0,
P
 
a 2 A
h;d
t;I (X)

= 0
for any a 2 R.
Proof. The functional L(f;[a;b]) = inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (f)\[a;b]

is easily seen to be an
intrinsic location functional on C(R). Since by the deﬁnition, if a 2 A
h;d
t;I (f),
then
A
h;d
t;I (f) \ (a;a + d] = ;;
we obtain
P
 
a 2 A
h;d
t;I (X)

 P
 
L(X;[a   d;a + d] = a

= 0
by the absolute continuity property in (3). 
The following lemma shows a feature of the random sets A
h;d
t;I (X) implied
by the total variation property; note that if we knew that the process X was
stationary, its statement would follow from the ergodic decomposition.
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a continuous stochastic process. If (3) is satisﬁed,
then for any h;d;t and I, with probability 1, A
h;d
t;I (X) is either the empty set
or both inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (X)

=  1 and sup
 
A
h;d
t;I (X)

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Proof of Lemma 5.2. It is easy to check that the collections of outcomes
we are discussing are measurable. Suppose, for example, that, to the con-
trary, there exist h;d;t and I such that, on event of positive probability,
 1 < inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (X)

< 1; the supremum can be dealt with similarly. The
functional L(f;[a;b]) = inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (f) \ [a;b]

is, again, an intrinsic location
functional on C(R). Choose an interval [a1;b1], such that P

inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (X)

2
[a1;b1]

=: c > 0. For any a < a1 and b > b1, inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (X)

2 [a1;b1] im-
plies L(X;[a;b]) = inf
 
A
h;d
t;I (X)

, so P(L(X;[a;b]) 2 [a1;b1])  c. However,
the upper bounds (3.1) on the density (following from the assumption (3))
require that probability to converge to zero as a ! 1 and b ! 1. The
resulting contradiction proves the lemma. 
For any h 2 R the set
Ch =

f 2 C(R) : inf
 
Ah;0(f)

=  1; sup
 
Ah;0(f)

= 1
	
(meaning that the vector t is empty) is a cylindrical set. Let hi;i = 1;2;::: be
an enumeration of the rationals in R, and construct inductively a subsequence
hij;j = 1;2;::: according to the rule i1 = inf

i  1 : P
 
X 2 Chi

> 0
	
,
while for j  2,
ij = inf
n
i > ij 1 : P

X 2 Chi n
 
[
j 1
k=0Chik

> 0
o
:
Let C0
1 = Chi1, C0
j = Chij n
 
[
j 1
k=0Chik

, j  2. If the process X is, with
positive probability, a constant process, we also deﬁne C0
0 to be the collection
of constant functions in C(R). Then the sets
 
C0
j

are disjoint, P
 
X 2 C0
j

> 0
for each j, while by Lemma 5.2, P
 
X = 2 [jC0
j

= 0. Let Xj be a continuous
stochastic process whose law is the conditional law of X given X 2 C0
j. Note
that, if each Xj is a stationary process, then so is X itself, as a mixture of
stationary processes (note that each set C0
j is shift invariant). Since a constant
process is, obviously, stationary, we only need to establish stationarity of each
process Xj, j  1. We also claim that the statement (3) of the theorem is
satisﬁed for each one of these processes. To see that, let L be any intrinsic
location functional on C(R). Deﬁne
Lj(f;[a;b]) =

L(f;[a;b]) if f 2 C0
j
1 if f = 2 C0
j
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Then Lj is also an intrinsic location functional on C(R). Further, for any
a < c < d < b we have
P
 
L(Xj;[a;b]) 2 [c;d]

=
1
P
 
X 2 C0
j
P
 
Lj(X;[a;b]) 2 [c;d]

:
Therefore, the restriction of the law of L(Xj;[a;b]) to the interior of the in-
terval diﬀers only by a multiplicative constant from the restriction of the law
of Lj(X;[a;b]) to the interior of that interval. It follows that the statement
(3) of the theorem is satisﬁed for the process Xj.
In the remainder of the proof, therefore, we will establish stationarity of
the process Xj, j  1. For notational convenience we will still call it X,
with the understanding that the process has its sample paths in Ch for some
h 2 R. Fixing such h, we denote for a 2 R and  > 0,
(5.3) p
h;d
t;I;a;(X) = P
 
A
h;d
t;I (X) \ [a;a + ] 6= ;

:
The proof of the theorem will be completed by the next two lemmas.
Lemma 5.3. If for any  > 0, d  2, t and I, the probability p
h;d
t;I;a;(X)
is independent of a, then the process X is stationary.
Proof. We note that, by Lemma 5.1, the probability p
h;d
t;I;a;(X) does not
change if either or both of the endpoints of the interval [a;a+] are removed.
Fix t = (t1;:::;tn) and intervals I =
 
I1;:::;In

such that both
(5.4) P
 
X(tj) 2 @(Ij)

= 0 and h = 2  Ij; j = 1;:::;n:
For m = 1;2;:::, let am
j = t1 (j +1)2 m be the left endpoint of the interval
Tm
j = [t1   (j + 1)2 m;t1   j2 m), j = 0;1;:::, of the length m = 2 m.
Consider the sum
Sm(t;I) :=
1 X
j=0
p
h;(j+2)m
t am
j ;I;am
j ;m(X);
with t am
j = (t1 am
j ;:::;tn am
j ). Notice that the values of d = (j+2)m
are chosen in such a way that this sum is the sum of probabilities of disjoint
events. Moreover,
n
A
h;(j+2)m
t am
j ;I (X) \ Tm
j 6= ; for some j
o

n
X(ti + ) 2 Ii;i = 1;:::;n; for some  2 [0;m]:
o
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That is,
Sm(t;I)  P

X(ti + ) 2 Ii;i = 1;:::;n; for some  2 [0;m]:

:
Taking limit on both sides gives us
limsup
m!1
Sm(t;I)  P
 
X(ti) 2  Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

(5.5)
= P
 
X(ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

by (5.4).
On the other hand, consider the event
A =

X(ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n
	
:
On this event we can deﬁne three random variables as follows. First, let
l = l(!) := supfs < t1 : X(s) = h;infft > s : X(t) = hg > sg and
r = r(!) := inffs > t1 : X(s) = h;infft > s : X(t) = hg > sg. Next, let
0 = 0(!) := inf

 > 0 : X(ti + ) 2 @(Ii); some i = 1;:::;n:
	
For ! 2 A take any m satisfying m < minf0; r t1
2 g, and let j = j(m;!)
be such that l 2 Tm
j . It follows from (5.4) that l and r are consecutive points
in the set fs : X(s) = h;infft > s : X(t) = hg > sg. Therefore, for some
M(!) < 1, for all m > M(!),
l(!) 2 A
h;(j(m;!)+2)m
t am
j(m;!);I \ Tm
j(m;!):
We conclude that
A  liminf
m!1
1 [
j=0
n
A
h;(j+2)m
t am
j ;I (X) \ Tm
j 6= ;
o
and, hence,
P
 
X(ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

= P(A)
 liminf
m!1
P
0
@
1 [
j=0
n
A
h;(j+2)m
t am
j ;I (X) \ Tm
j 6= ;
o
1
A
= liminf
m!1
Sm(t;I):
Together with (5.5) this proves that
(5.6) P
 
X(ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

= lim
m!1Sm(t;I):28 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
Let now u 2 R, and impose an extra assumption on the intervals:
(5.7) P
 
X(tj + u) 2 @(Ij)

= 0; j = 1;:::;n:
Then (5.6) implies that
P
 
X(ti + u) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

= lim
m!1Sm(t + u;I):
However, by the assumptions of the lemma,
Sm(t + u;I) =
1 X
j=0
p
h;(j+2)m
t am
j ;I;am
j +u;m(X) = Sm(t;I);
m = 1;2;:::. Therefore
P
 
X(ti + u) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

= P
 
X(ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;2;:::;n

for all open intervals I1;:::;In satisfying (5.4) and (5.7). This implies that
 
X(t1 + u);:::;X(tn + u)
 d =
 
X(t1);:::;X(tn)

:
Since this is true for all n  1, t1 < ::: < tn and u 2 R, the process X is
stationary. 
The following lemma shows that condition (3) of the theorem implies the
key assumption of Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that (3) of the theorem is satisﬁed. Then p
h;d
t;I;a;(X)
is independent of a for any ;t;I and d  2.
Proof. We start by showing that p
h;d
t;I;a;(X) is a non-increasing function of
a. If this is not the case, then there are a1 < a2 such that
(5.8) p
h;d
t;I;a1;(X) < p
h;d
t;I;a2;(X):
By splitting the interval [a1;a2] into two intervals of equal length, and re-
peating the procedure as many times as necessary, we can achieve the above
inequality with 0 < a2   a1 < , so we simply assume that this constraint
already holds. In this case, [a1;a1 + ] \ [a2;a2 + ] = [a2;a1 + ] 6= ;,
[a1;a1 + ] [ [a2;a2 + ] = [a1;a2 + ], and the length of this union
a2 +    a1 < d.
Recall the distance between any two points in set A
h;d
t;I (X) must be at least
d. Therefore, any interval of the length smaller than d, contains at most one
point of A
h;d
t;I (X). We call this “self-excluding” property. As a result of thisINTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 29
property, inside any interval with length not exceeding d, the probability
p
h;d
t;I;a;(X) is, actually, additive. Speciﬁcally, let I = [a;a + ],   d, and
let I1 = [a1;a1+1];I2 = [a2;a2+2];::: be disjoint subintervals of I. Then
p
h;d
t;I;a;(X) =
1 X
i=1
p
h;d
t;I;ai;i(X):
Therefore, by (5.8),
0 < p
h;d
t;I;a2;(X)   p
h;d
t;I;a1;(X)
=

p
h;d
t;I;a2;a1+ a2(X) + p
h;d
t;I;a1+;a2 a1(X)

 

p
h;d
t;I;a1;a2 a1(X) + p
h;d
t;I;a2;a1+ a2(X)

= p
h;d
t;I;a1+;a2 a1(X)   p
h;d
t;I;a1;a2 a1(X);
so that
p
h;d
t;I;a1;a2 a1(X) < p
h;d
t;I;a1+;a2 a1(X):
Consider again the intrinsic location functional
L(f;I) := infft : t 2 A
h;d
t;I (f) \ Ig:
Take I = [a1;a1 + D] for D > d. By the self-excluding property,
P(L(X;I) 2 [a;a + ]) = p
h;d
t;I;a;(X)
for any a and  satisfying a  a1 and a +   a1 + d. In particular, the
density of the law of L(X;I) in (a;a+), which exists by the condition (3),
can be chosen independent of the length D of the interval I. Since
P(L(X;I) 2 [a1;a2]) = p
h;d
t;I;a1;a2 a1(X)
< p
h;d
t;I;a1+;a2 a1(X) = P(L(X;I) 2 [a1 + ;a2 + ]);
there are s1 2 [a1;a2] and s2 2 [a1 + ;a2 + ], independent of D, such
that c := fX;I(s2) fX;I(s1) > 0. By the total mass considerations, there is
t = tD 2 (a1 + D=2;a1 + D) such that fX;I(t)  2=D, so that by the total
variation constraint on the interval [s1;t] we have
 
fX;I(s2) fX;I(t)

+
 
fX;I(s2) fX;I(s1)

 TV[s1;t](fX;I)  fX;I(s1)+fX;I(t):
Rearranging the terms gives us
2
D
 fX;I(t)  fX;I(s2)   fX;I(s1) = c > 0:30 G. SAMORODNITSKY AND Y. SHEN
This relation, however, cannot hold for D large enough. The resulting con-
tradiction proves that p
h;d
t;I;a;(X) is a non-increasing function of a.
We can repeat the above argument by considering instead the intrinsic
location functional,
L1(f;I) := supft : t 2 A
h;d
t;I (f) \ Ig:
This will show that p
h;d
t;I;a; is a non-decreasing function of a. It follows that
p
h;d
t;I;a; must be independent of a. 
The combination of the last two lemmas, obviously, completes the proof
of Theorem 5.1. 
6. Intrinsic locations sets
The arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1 establishing the stationarity
of the process X used only intrinsic location functionals of a special kind. In
this section we concentrate on these special functionals. This will allow us
both to relax the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 and to extend its statement to
stochastic processes with sample paths in certain spaces diﬀerent from the
space of continuous functions.
Let V denote the collection of all subsets of R. We equip V with the -ﬁeld
FV generated by the sets
n
A  R : A \ I = ;
o
; I = [a;b];  1 < a < b < 1:
Deﬁnition 2. Let H be a set of functions on R, invariant under shifts,
equipped with its cylindrical -ﬁeld. An intrinsic location set A is a mea-
surable mapping from H to V that satisﬁes
A(cf) = A(f)   c
for every c 2 R.
The following example shows that the set that played the crucial role in
the proof of Theorem 5.1 is an intrinsic location set on C(R).
Example 6.1. Let H = C(R), and consider the set A
h;d
t;I deﬁned in (5.2). We
will check that it is an intrinsic location set. Clearly, only measurability needsINTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 31
to be checked. To this end, for h;r 2 R deﬁne a map h;r : C(R) ! [ 1;r]
by
h;r(f) = sup

t  r : f(t) = h
	
; f 2 C(R):
Since for each t 2 ( 1;r],

f 2 C(R) : h;r(f)  t
	
=

f 2 C(R) : f(s) = h for some t  s  r
	
=
1 \
k=1
[
q2[t;r]\Q

f 2 C(R) : jf(q)   hj  1=k
	
;
where Q is the set of rational numbers, the map h;r is measurable. Since
for any  1 < a < b < 1
n
f 2 C(R) : A
h;d
t;I (f) \ [a;b] 6= ;
o
=
[
r2[a;b]\Q
or r = a or r = b
n
f 2 C(R) : h;r(f)  a; f(t) 6= h on
 
h;r(f);h;r(f)+d+")
for some " > 0; f
 
h;r(f) + ti) 2 Ii; i = 1;:::;n
o
;
the measurability of A
h;d
t;I will follow once we check that every set (say, Br)
in the union is measurable. To see that this last statement is true, denote
for an interval I = (c1;c2) and  > 0, I = (c1 + ;c2   ) if c1 +  < c2   ,
and set I = ; otherwise. Then
Br =
1 [
j=1
1 [
k=1
1 [
M=1
1 \
m=M
m [
i=1
n
f 2 C(R) : h;r(f) 2

a + (i   1)(r   a)=m;a + i(r   a)=m

;
f(t) 6= h on

a + i(r   a)=m;a + i(r   a)=m + d + 1=j

;
f
 
a + i(r   a)=m + tl

2 (Il)1=k; l = 1;:::;n
o
;
which makes it clear that Br is a cylindrical set.
Therefore, A
h;d
t;I is indeed an intrinsic location set.
Given an intrinsic location set A on H, the functionals
(6.1) L1(f;I) := infft 2 I\A(f)g; L2(f;I) := supft 2 I\A(f)g; f 2 H ;
turn out to be intrinsic location functionals. Indeed, only their measurability
is not immediately clear. However, if I = [a;b], then

f 2 H : L1(f;I) = 1
	
=

f 2 H : A(f) \ [a;b] = ;
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while for a < c < b,

f 2 H : L1(f;I) 2 (c;b] [ f1g
	
=
1 [
k=1

f 2 H : A(f) \ [a;c + 1=k] = ;
	
:
Since these subsets of H are measurable, L1(;I) is measurable. Measura-
bility of L2(;I) can be established in a similar way.
Notice that the functional L1(;I) is an earliest occurrence intrinsic loca-
tion functional in the sense introduced in Section 4 . Similarly, the functional
L2(;I) is a latest occurrence intrinsic location functional, i.e. a functional
with the following property: for every a < b < c and f 2 H,
if L(f;[b;c]) 2 [b;c] then L(f;[a;c]) = L(f;[b;c]).
We already know that, if the process is stationary, then the distribution of
L(X;T) for any earliest occurrence intrinsic location functional L does not
put any mass at the right endpoint of the interval, and its density in (0;T) is
nonincreasing (Proposition 4.4). This applies, in particular, to the function-
als L1 in (6.1). In a similar way we can show that distribution of L(X;T) for
any latest occurrence intrinsic location functional L does not put any mass
at the left endpoint of the interval, and its density in (0;T) is nondecreasing.
This applies, in particular, to the functionals L2 in (6.1). Moreover, only
functionals of the type (6.1) were used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We
obtain, therefore, the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose that for any intrinsic location functional L on the
space C(R), of the type (6.1), any interval I = [a;b] 2 I, the law of L(X;I) is
absolutely continuous on (a;b) and has a density satisfying the total variation
constraints. Then the process X is stationary.
We can use the idea of the intrinsic location set to extend the results of
Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 6.2 to processes with sample paths in certain
spaces other than the space of continuous functions. We will call a set H of
functions on R an LI set (from locally integrable) if it has following properties:
 H is invariant under shifts;
 H is equipped with its cylindrical -ﬁeld CH;
 the map H  R ! R deﬁned by (f;t) ! f(t) is measurable;INTRINSIC LOCATION FUNCTIONALS 33
 any f 2 H is locally integrable.
An example of an LI set is the space D(R) of càdlàg functions on R. Note
that, by Fubini’s theorem, for any  > 0 and an LI set H, the map T : H !
C(R), deﬁned by
(6.2) T(f) =
Z t+
t
f(s)ds; t 2 R
is CH=CC(R)-measurable.
Let now A : C(R) ! V be an intrinsic location set on C(R). If H is an
LI set, then for  > 0 we can deﬁne a mapping B : H ! V by B = AT.
By deﬁnition, B is measurable. Further, for any c 2 R, T(cf) = c(Tf)
for any f 2 H (using the same notation for the shift operator on diﬀerent
spaces). Therefore, for f 2 H,
B(cf) = A(T(cf)) = A(c(Tf))
= A(Tf)   c = B(f)   c;
so that B is an intrinsic location set on H.
Let X be a stochastic process with sample paths in H. For every  > 0,
we view Y = TX as a stochastic process with sample paths in C(R). For
any intrinsic location set A on C(R) we have, in the above notation
infft 2 I \ A(Y)g = infft 2 I \ B(X)g
for any interval I and, similarly, with the functionals of the type L2 in (6.1).
Therefore, if we assume that for any intrinsic location functional L on the
space H, of the type (6.1), any interval I = [a;b] 2 I, the law of L(X;I) is
absolutely continuous on (a;b) and has a density satisfying the total variation
constraints, then, for every  > 0, the continuous process Y satisﬁes the
assumptions of Corollary 6.2 and, hence, is stationary.
By Fubini’s theorem we know that there is a Borel subset R0 of R of
Lebesgue measure zero, such that for any t 62 R0,
nY1=n(t) ! X(t) a.s..
Combining this with the stationarity of Y for each  > 0 tells us that
(6.3)
 
X(t1 + h);:::;X(tk + h)
 d =
 
X(t1);:::;X(tk)
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for any k = 1;2::: and t1;:::;tk and h such that none of the times in (6.3)
is in the null set R0. For certain spaces H this implies stationarity of the
process X; by the right continuity this is, certainly, true for the space D(R).
Hence, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 6.3. Let H be an LI set, and let X be a stochastic process
with sample paths in H. Suppose that, for any intrinsic location functional
L on the space H, of the type (6.1), any interval I = [a;b] 2 I, the law of
L(X;I) is absolutely continuous on (a;b) and has a density satisfying the
total variation constraints. If for any process with sample paths in the set
H, (6.3) implies stationarity, then X is stationary. This is the case, in
particular, if H = D(R).
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